Kyralian Astrology; The Spring Night Sky
quilled by Libras D’lnar
I thank you for reading this continuation of my astrological studies. I continued to observe the stars
during the season of spring and I have recorded the location and interpretation of these
constellations. May the stars shine favorably upon you.

Constellations
Ridge: North of The Gateway, this constellation represents the progress of work done by your allies
and yourself. When Ridge is strong in the sky, watch for your investments to grow and bare bounty.
A weak Ridge indicates a decline in things you have put resources into.
ex: The owner of an inn weeps as he views the smoldering remains of his establishment
with Ridge no where to be seen.
Claw: Southeast of The Gateway, Claw is a showing of strength. Strong stars toward the curved
section indicate strength from material goods while in the straight part it indicates inner strength. A
strong Claw shows that you have great strength against your enemies and should use it to your
advantage. A weak Claw shows that you are likely outmatched by your foe.
ex: A strong Claw gives light to several warriors using magical weapons against an incoming
force of undead.
The Avian: Southwest of The Gateway, The Avian tells you when to back out. Weak stars in The
Avian mean you should stick with what you have or in a battle to hold your ground. Strong stars
indicate that you need to let go or retreat in the midst of battle.
ex: The Avian is weak and several artisans decide to stay an extra day in town.
Tick: West of Griffon, Tick is a showing of insignificance and annoyance. A strong Tick shows that
pests and small inconveniences will trouble people and may be their downfall. When weak, Tick
means that things are relatively calm and clear of frustration.
ex: A band of kobolds harass adventurers and civilians when Tick shines.

